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Series 4: Object - Button. – [between 1993 and 1997]. – 1 button (with Objects). This button is part of loose material found in box 1352. The "F.I.B.S." button used to promote the RMTG’s work and to counter the FMSF’s views on recovered memories. For additional information, please consult RMTG (X10-101) Descriptive inventory, textual records.
CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-101-1
MATERIAL: Button
TITLE: F.I.B.S. Fibbibus Minimus
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white background; purple coat of arm with a yellow banner with “Fibbibus Minimus”; writing in white, purple and black; 6,5 cm diameter
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1993 and 1997]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: [Recovered Memory Task Group (RMTG)]
PROVENANCE: with donation 2004-1
SUBJECT HEADING (S):
1. Recovered Memory Task Group (RMTG)
2. Humour
NOTE: Originally loose in box 1352.